Marvin Interior Shade for Sliding Door
Measuring Instruction

ABSTRACT: The following instruction is for measuring a Marvin Interior Shade on a Sliding Door. The unit needs to be plumb, level, square and the jamb extension can not be bowed or your interior shade may not fit properly.

NOTE: Carefully follow Marvin’s measuring instructions for shades. Shades may not fit properly if measured incorrectly. Marvin is not responsible for shades that are not measured correctly. Shades are for use only in connection with Marvin® brand windows and doors. Shades are not covered under warranty if used with Integrity®, Infinity®, or any third party manufacturer’s product.

NOTE: Numbers listed in parentheses () are metric equivalents in millimeters rounded to the nearest whole number.

NOTE: Measurements are to be taken after unit and jamb extension is installed.

NOTE: A minimum of 2” (51) jamb extension is required.

1. Measure width of jamb extension opening at bottom, center and top of door. Record smallest measurement. See Figure 1.

2. Measure height of jamb extension to sub flooring at three different locations. If installing over top of existing flooring, measure height of jamb extension to top of flooring at three different locations. Record smallest measurement. See Figure 2 and Figure 3.

3. Use the smallest measurements for ordering the correct size interior shade. Interior shade will be manufactured slightly smaller to ensure a proper fit.

NOTE: Field applied jamb extension, depending on how it is applied, could alter the net clear opening and vary the published egress value.